In vitro generation of human activated lymphocyte killer cells: separate precursors and modes of generation of NK-like cells and "anomalous" killer cells.
The activation of human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBM) in culture leads to the generation of nonspecific killer cells. These cells, termed activated lymphocyte killer (ALK) cells, can kill fresh tumor cells and tumor cell lines, in addition to the natural killer (NK) cell sensitive target K562. ALK cells have features in common with both T and NK cells, but their nature and origin are unknown. In the present study, it is shown that ALK cells are in fact heterogeneous and can be generated from both large granular lymphocytes with the same phenotype as NK cells and from T cells. Cell populations enriched for NK cells, when cultured with lymphokines, rapidly acquired a T cell phenotype, enhanced cytolytic activity against K562, and the ability to lyse NK-insensitive target cells such as a melanoma cell line LiBr; these ALK cells were described as NK-like cells. On the other hand, of the cloned cells derived from PBM stimulated with irradiated B lymphoblasts and grown in lymphokines, the major proportion of cytolytic T cells (CTC) able to kill the specific stimulator lymphoblasts were also found to kill LiBr but not K562 cells. These ALK cells, which were derived from the same precursors as CTC, were designated anomalous killer (AK) cells. Consistent with this, the presence of the pan T monoclonal antibody UCHT1 from the beginning of mixed cell cultures inhibited the generation of CTC and of the AK-type of ALK cell, which killed melanoma cells, but not the NK type, which killed K562 targets. By contrast, at the effector cell level, the antibodies UCHT1 and OKT8 only blocked specific killing by CTC but did not block the killing of LiBr or of K562 targets by ALK cells. However, at the effector cell level there was additional evidence for the heterogeneity of ALK cells. Thus, monoclonal antibody 9.1C3, which blocks killing by freshly isolated NK cells, also blocked the killing of K562 targets by NK-like cells, but did not block B lymphoblast killing by CTC or melanoma cell killing by AK cells. It is concluded that after mixed lymphocyte culture, the majority of ALK cells measured by the killing of melanoma target cells arise from the same precursors and are under the same influences as classical CTC (AK cells), whereas cells killing K562 targets are derived from NK cells (NK-like cells). Once generated, the AK cells have a different mechanism of killing from both classical CTC and from NK and NK-like cells.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)